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Overview
 Many of the clinical laboratory workflows in use at XDx
rely heavily on Liquid Handling Instruments (LHI). As part
of our Master Calibration Plan, all equipment that comes
into contact with patient samples must be monitored.
 This presentation describes the software system used to
automate equipment performance investigations and
improve monitoring of equipment.
 The system was designed to combine data from a variety
of data sources with workflow specific logic to create a
valuable data warehouse from which query and reporting
tools provide actionable information about equipment
performance.
 Implementation and use of this software improves the
turnaround time on equipment performance investigations
and provides a single interface for equipment monitoring.
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Challenges with Investigations
During routine volumetric verification testing, if LHI are found
to be performing outside of expected ranges, investigations
are opened to ensure there was no impact to patient testing.
To fully investigate the impact of LHI performance on patient
results, data from the following sources are assembled,
annotated, and interpreted.
 Liquid Handling Instruments (LHI)
 Used during clinical laboratory workflows
 Pipetting logs store information about individual
channels
 Multiple instruments types, methodologies, and log file
formats are used
 Samples may be run across multiple instruments
during a workflow
 MVS® Multichannel Verification Systems by Artel (MVS®)
 Easy-to-use, universal system used to verify the
volume transfer performance of automated liquid
handling systems and multichannel handheld pipettes
 Data are on multiple instruments and on a separate
network
 An additional layer of software is required to create
final reports as additional annotations and calculations
are required
 Laboratory Information System
 Stores information about LHI set up (inputs and
outputs), samples, reagents, and consumables
 Validated system with restricted access
Additional challenges for an integrated software system:
 Leverage existing software when possible
 Addition of new instruments and methodologies
 Data sources and modules will be updated over the
next several software releases
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 Query Module
 Provide SQL for direct access to databases through
read only views for advance users (ex. JMP®)
 Link to Query Tool for LIS specific queries
 Set of common parameterized queries

 Reporting Module
 User Interface to select standard reports via Business
Objects Crystal Reports® and Microsoft Excel®
 Dynamic reporting through Crystal Reports®

 The system was designed as a Microsoft .NET
Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) application.
 A layered architecture was used to simplify
implementation and testing of new modules.
 Addition of new instruments and LHI methodologies
occur as configurations to the Data layer.
 Calibration Module
 Provides access to the legacy ‘Cal Rep’ reporting
and ‘Cal Data Parser’ tools
 Calibration data is annotated during reporting
 The parsing tool then assembles the data and
adds it to the Calibration Database

Conclusions
 The new software system improves equipment monitoring
by automating complicated investigation workflows
 It provides a single interface to link previously disparate
workflows
 Creates a valuable data warehouse which is accessible
by new query and reporting tools
 Creates infrastructure for continued development and
updates

 Investigation Module
 Expands on the ‘LHI Log Parser’ which takes
information from the LIS and the LHI to assemble
an investigation report
 Provides for additional annotation and
standardized reporting
 Provides access to underlying data

Future Enhancements
 Update calibration reporting from multistep VBA reporting
 Update equipment functional performance monitoring by
from VB6 reporting tool
 Update equipment downtime reporting from manual
process

XDx is a molecular diagnostics company focused on the discovery,
development and commercialization of non-invasive gene expression testing
in the areas of transplant medicine and autoimmunity. The company has
developed a proprietary method of utilizing gene expression in blood that
provides a new tool for physicians to manage the care of heart transplant
patients.

